West Whiteland Township
Historical Commission Agenda
March 12, 2018
6:30 PM

Work Session
Prepare presentation to inform Board of HC plans for revising the book, “A History
of West Whiteland”

7:00: PM

Business Meeting

I.

Call to Order

II.

Public Comment

III.

Old Business
There is no Old Business

IV.

New Business
Applicant:
Historic Site:
Site Address:
Request:
Applicant:
Historic Site:
Site Address:
Request:

ARD Exton Pad LLC
Site 302, Class 2, c. 1771, with later additions, stone
farmhouse converted to commercial use, currently
the Malvern Federal Savings Bank
109 N. Pottstown Pike
Recommendation for approval of a demolition permit
King Industrial
Site 022, Class 3
1420 Phoenixville Pike
Recommendation for approval of a conditional use
permit to build a 42,400 square foot flex building

V.

Approval of Minutes for February 12, 2018 and Treasurer’s Report for January 31,
2018

VI.

Historical Commission Concerns
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

VII.

Township update – Justin Smiley
Update on effort to reclassify sites 206 and 302
Consideration of demolition request for the barn at Arrandale. (Not as yet
submitted). Site would be used for a building for Collegium Charter School
Update on Waterloo sign
Consideration of Scope of Work for revision of Historic Site listings

Adjournment

Next Meeting: Monday, April 9, 2018

West Chester Office
535 N. Church Street, West Chester, PA 19380
P: 610.436.9000 | F: 610.436.8468
commonwealthheritagegroup.com

March 8, 2018
JM-164
Mr. John Weller, AICP
Director of Planning and Zoning, and
West Whiteland Township Historical Commission
222 North Pottstown Pike
Exton, PA 19341

RE:

Conditional Use Application for:
King Industrial, LLC
1420 Phoenixville Pike

Dear Mr. Weller,
A Conditional Use Application has been submitted by King Industrial, LLC for the construction of a
42,400 SF non-residential Flex Building at 1420 Phoenixville Pike. The subject property, tax parcel number
41-6-18.1, has a gross area of 12.38 acres and a developable area of 11.45 acres. The roughly triangular shaped
property is bounded on the southeast side by Phoenixville Pike, on the southwest side by Route 202, and on the
north side by a partially developed wooded property.
Commonwealth Heritage Group has reviewed the proposed undertaking for potential impacts on West
Whiteland Township’s designated historic resources. We reviewed the site plan drawing submitted with the
Conditional Use Application submission; Plan Drawing 1of 1, dated 11-8-2017, prepared by Edward B. Walsh
& Associates, Inc. We also reviewed the one page document, Narrative in Support of the Application
(hereinafter Narrative), dated February 5, 2018, submitted by MacElree Harvey LTD.
The site plan submitted does not sufficiently describe of the proposed structure to fully understand it. The
Narrative document states the building has an area of 42,400 SF. However the site plan drawing includes a
breakdown of building areas as follows:
Office – 23,910 SF
Warehouse – 49,650 SF
Manufacturing- 21,210 SF
Vehicle Repair Bays – 12 (no area or location is listed for the vehicle repair bays)
The total area based on the site plan breakdown is 94,770 SF, which is more than double the 42,400 SF
footprint of the proposed building. This indicates some of the building must be three stories tall, but there is no
clear description of the building to evaluate. The site plan drawing states the building height will be less than or
equal to 35 feet tall – but the actual proposed building height is not indicated. No architectural plans, building
elevations or renderings were provided for this review. Other than footprint, area and location, this review
cannot fully evaluate the impact of the proposed undertaking on adjacent historic resources.

OTHER LOCATIONS Jackson, MI 517.788.3550 Ann Arbor, MI 517.262.3376 Milwaukee, WI 414.446.4121 Tarboro, NC 252.641.1444
Ogden, UT 801.394.0013 Alexandria, VA 703.354. 9737 Charlottesville, VA 434.979.1617 Littleton, MA 978.793.2579
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In reviewing the Conditional Use Application it has been determined that the following designated historic
resource lies within 300 feet of the construction site and/or the property boundary of the site of the proposed
42,400 SF Flex Building at 1420 Phoenixville Pike:


Site #022 – Stone Farmhouse, 1444 Phoenixville Pike, 1873
- Class III historic resource.

Commonwealth’s review is limited to the effect on the above mentioned historic resource. Commonwealth
reviewed the submission documents referenced above and conducted a field review at the site of the historic
resource to evaluate the potential effect posed by the proposed 42,000 SF Flex Building and related site work
including roadways, parking lots and sidewalks. No site landscaping information was submitted.
Review Comments:
The proposed project will involve the construction of a very large industrial scale building. There are two
adjacent metal industrial buildings on the site that will flank the proposed structure. The building to the north is
a one-story warehouse type building. The building to the south is also a one-story warehouse type building
with high and low roof areas. The two existing buildings appear to be 18-to-20-feet tall. The proposed
structure will probably be 35 feet tall. The existing industrial site is particularly visible from Route 202. The
proposed building will be located between the two existing structures and extending close to Route 202. The
site plan drawing indicates the parking lot will be greatly expanded around the new building and toward the
north boundary of the property, adjacent to historic Site #022. A narrow band of 12-15-foot tall privet-type
hedge extends along the northern boundary of the King Industrial, LLC property, separating it from the
property of historic Site #022.
Historic Site #022 is located on the east side of Route 202 directly north of the King Industrial, LLC property.
Site # 022 is an 1873 stone farmhouse that has been renovated as offices, currently occupied by Yerkes Site
Engineers and Surveyors. Site # 022 is located approximately 185-feet from the northern boundary of King
Industrial LLC property, and approximately 425-feet from the northwest corner of the proposed Flex Building.
The front of the historic building faces directly south toward the proposed Flex Building. However Site #022 is
situated on a slight downhill slope so the view toward the King Industrial, LLC property is uphill. The current
view toward the King Industrial, LLC property is partially obscured by the narrow hedgerow. The current
buildings are not as tall as the proposed structure and further away. They are not particularly visible from Site
#022. However the proposed Flex Building will be closer than and presumably twice as tall as the existing
industrial structures.
Conclusions and Recommendations:
The documents submitted with the application are not descriptive enough to fully understand the design and
potential impact of this project. Based on the information provided there will be a negative impact on historic
Site #022, due primarily to the potential view of this presumably large industrial structure. No clear
information is provided on the design of the building, so it is assumed it will mimic the metal warehouse
design nature of the two existing structures on the site. Outdoor material storage is indicated on the site plan so
the site will presumably have the industrial character of a manufacturing operation.
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Commonwealth’s recommendation is to require evergreen screening trees to be located along the northern
boundary of the King Industrial, LLC property. The evergreens should be tall enough to conceal the large
proposed building. This is also a very visible property along Route 202, a major roadway through West
Whiteland Township. The overall historic rural character of the township may be compromised if the proposed
industrial structure and associated site activity is unsightly. It may be advisable to consider additional
vegetative screening of this open site from Route 202 along the King Industrial, LLC property’s southwest
property boundary. A mix of evergreen and deciduous trees is recommended.
Please contact this office with any comments or questions.

Sincerely,

Philip Yocum, RA, LEED AP
Preservation Architect

cc:

Candice Myruski
Rick Meyer

MEMORANDUM
DATE: March 2, 2018
TO: Planning Commission
FROM: John R. Weller, AICP
Director of Planning and Zoning
SUBJECT: 1420 Phoenixville Pike
Conditional use application
APPLICANT: King Industrial, LLC

1420 Phoenixville Pk.
West Chester, PA 19380

SITE ADDRESS: 1420 Phoenixville Pk.

West Chester, PA 19380

TAX PARCEL: 41-6-18.1
ZONING: I-1, Limited Industrial
DESCRIPTION: Construction of a 42,400 sq.ft. non-residential building on a

lot currently developed with two non-residential buildings.
Conditional use review is required pursuant to §325-124.A of
the West Whiteland Township Zoning Ordinance (“Zoning”)
for the construction of more than 20,000 sq.ft. of non-residential floor area.

Background
The project site is a wedge-shaped lot of 11.45 developable acres (12.04 gross acres) along
the west side of Phoenixville Pk., approximately 450 feet north of the King Rd. intersection;
the lot also abuts the US Route 202 expressway. There are currently two significant buildings
on the property, both of which are suitable for light industrial use. The property is nearly
level along the Phoenixville Pk. frontage, but the western portion slopes downward toward
the expressway. The plan submitted with the application shows some small areas of prohibitive slope (25% and steeper) along the western edge of the site, but it appears that these will
not be disturbed by this project. Although no precautionary slopes (15% to 25%) are shown, it
appears that the property may be this steep in some areas. While precautionary slopes are
considered developable, we note that §325-71.C of the Zoning requires conditional use
approval for some uses of these slopes. The Applicant must provide additional information
regarding this aspect to confirm whether this application needs to be amended to include this
aspect. There are no FEMA-designated floodplain areas on the property.
The Zoning Officer has determined that the plan complies with the area and bulk standards of
the I-1 zoning district. Complete compliance with the Zoning cannot be determined until the
Applicant provides the information regarding precautionary slopes described above. We note
that §325-18.B specifically allows multiple uses on a single lot in the I-1 district.

Tonight is the Applicant’s first appearance before the Commission to present the conditional
use application.
Criteria for approval of a Conditional Use
The criteria for Conditional Use approval are found in §325-124.C(1) of the Zoning:
(a)

The proposed use shall meet all of the specific standards and regulations for eligibility
which appear in the section of the Zoning Ordinance authorizing the proposed conditional use.
Conditional use approval is required here solely due to the size of the building;
the only “specific standards and regulations” within the meaning of this section
are the requirements of the I-1 zoning district. The area and bulk requirements shown on the plan set are correct, although the Applicant must provide
documentation regarding the extent of precautionary slopes in order to determine whether this project requires conditional use approval under §32571.C(2) in addition to §325-124.A(1).
We cannot determine whether this criterion has been met at this time.

(b)

The size, scope, extent, and character of the exception desired is consistent with the
plan for future land use in West Whiteland, and with the spirit, purpose, and intent of
the Zoning Ordinance.
The future land use portion of the Township Comprehensive Plan includes the
site in the “Business Park” area. This area is intended to accommodate “…mixing of traditional light industrial uses (manufacturing, assembly, and warehousing) with low-intensity office uses…” according to the description on p. 3-3-7 of
the Plan. Although no specific use has been identified for the proposed building, it appears that it is intended to accommodate the types of uses envisioned
by the Plan.
Staff is satisfied that this criterion has been met.

(c)

The suitability of the property for the use desired and the new or expanded use, if
approved, will be susceptible of regulation or restriction by appropriate conditions and
safeguards.
The Board of Supervisors has the right to attach reasonable conditions to any
conditional use application and to make provisions for the enforcement of
those conditions. This criterion has been met.

(d)

The public interest in, or the need for, the proposed use or change, and the proposal
will serve the best interest of the Township, the convenience of the community
(where applicable), and the public health, safety, morals, and general welfare.
The Township has adopted the Comprehensive Plan to establish what constitutes the best interest of the Township; §325-2.A of the Zoning states that its
overall purpose is to promote, protect, and facilitate the public health, safety,
morals, and general welfare. Although the Applicant still needs to provide
information regarding Zoning, we note that even if there are precautionary
slopes within the area to be developed this would not prohibit the development
as proposed. Staff has therefore concluded that this project is consistent with
both the Plan and the Zoning insofar as this criterion is concerned, and we are
satisfied that this criterion has been met.
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(e)

Where pertinent, the effects of the proposal with respect to congestion on the roads
or highways; the most appropriate use of land; conserving the value of buildings;
safety from fire, panic, and other dangers; adequacy of light and air; the prevention
of overcrowding of land, congestion of population, and adequacy of public and community services will not have a substantially adverse effect thereon.
The Applicant has not provided any information regarding traffic, so it is not
possible to determine whether the project will generate congestion to the
extent that some condition of approval is warranted. Regarding the other
parameters cited in this criterion, we note that most of the others are satisfied
by compliance with the area and bulk standards of the Zoning. Regarding the
matter of public services, we suggest that – like the traffic concern – lacking
more specific information, we cannot determine what the potential impact will
be upon services such as water supply and sanitary sewage.
The Applicant must provide additional information regarding the proposed use
of the proposed building before we can determine whether these criteria have
been met.

(f)

The proposed change is reasonable in terms of the logical, efficient, and economical
extension of public services and facilities including, but not limited to, public water,
sewers, police and fire protection, transportation, and public schools.
The intent of this criterion is to discourage development that requires the
extension of the public services named. The Applicant has advised that they
will be extending public sanitary sewers to serve the property; it is already
served by public water supply. Since the site is already developed, Staff is of
the opinion that this would be a benefit of this project. We note, however,
that the narrative provided by the Applicant states that “…the proposed building will be served by public sewer” (emphasis added). Staff suggests that the
Applicant be required to provide sewer connections for all of the buildings on
the property as a condition of approval. Neither the Fire Marshal nor the Chief
of Police (reviews attached) anticipates adverse impacts upon their respective
services. Since this is a non-residential use, it will not contribute any children
to the school system, although it will generate tax revenue for the School
District.
Staff is satisfied that this criterion has been met, provided that the Applicant is
required to provide sewer connections for all of the buildings on the site as a
condition of approval.

(g)

The natural features and processes characterizing the proposed site and its surroundings shall not suffer unmitigated degradation; that the management of stormwater,
the provision of water and/or sewer service, and any other alterations to the site’s
predevelopment conditions shall be consistent with Township goals, practices, and
plans in these regards and that demand for water and energy by the proposed use shall
be minimized to the optimal extent.
As a developed property, the site is no longer in a “natural” condition, so the
preservation of natural features is a moot point. The project will be required
to comply with our Stormwater Management Ordinance, and we expect that the
use of modern fixtures will promote energy efficiency. Staff is satisfied that
these criteria have been met.
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(h)

The character and type of development in the area surrounding the location for which
the request is made and the proposed change or modification, if permitted, will constitute an appropriate use in the area and will not substantially injure or detract from
the use of surrounding property or from the character of the neighborhood.
The proposed construction will add an industrial building between two existing
industrial buildings in a location zoned for such use. Staff is therefore satisfied
that the project is “appropriate,” and we cannot discern any way that it would
injure or detract from the use of any surrounding properties or the neighborhood generally. Staff is satisfied that this criterion has been met.

(i)

Development of highway frontage insofar as possible has been designed so as to limit
the total number of access points, reduce the need for on-street parking, and encourage the frontage of buildings on parallel marginal access roads or on roads perpendicular to the highway.
The project does not propose any new accesses to any public street, nor does it
propose any on-street parking. Access to the property is only possible from
Phoenixville Pk., so the use of a different access road is a moot issue. Staff is
satisfied that these criteria have been met.

(j)

The probable effects of proposed development on highway congestion have been considered, and adequate access arrangements are provided in order to protect major
highways from undue congestion and hazard.
While it seems likely that the project will generate additional traffic, the Applicant has provided little information1 regarding the uses on the property. The
attached review from Traffic Planning and Design (“TPD”) projects that the
building will generate 27 trips during the p.m. peak hour, but this is based
upon only a generic description of the use, and TPD also advises that the figure
should be re-calculated when application is made for a Building Permit. The
property is within our Transportation Service Area and is therefore subject to
the traffic impact fee requirement. TPD properly notes that the fee amount
should be confirmed when a Building Permit application has been submitted,
but they also provide a preliminary fee estimate of about $33,000.
Despite the lack of clear information regarding this issue, Staff is of the opinion
that the payment of the impact fee constitutes consideration and mitigation of
any congestion due to additional traffic resulting from this project.

(k)

The impact upon on-site and adjacent historic resources of the Township has been
mitigated.
The subject property is adjacent to Township Historic Site #22, a Class III
resource at 1444 Phoenixville Pk. This application must therefore be reviewed
by the Township Historical Commission. Satisfaction of this criterion cannot be
determined until that Commission has completed their review.

(l)

1

Where the property or a portion of the property that is the subject of the application
is improved at the time of the conditional use application, the Township may require
that any existing development and/or uses on the property comply with all previous
conditions of approval of a land development, subdivision, conditional use, special
exception, zoning variance, or waiver of any provision of Chapter 281, Subdivision and
Land Development, previously granted for the property.

The only indication of the uses is on the small “Parking Data” chart near the bottom of the sheet; however, it is
not clear which uses are for the existing buildings and which represent the proposed building.
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There are no such outstanding conditions relative to the existing development
on this property.
Consultant Reviews
The application did not include any information regarding landscaping or lighting, so there is
no review from Theurkauf Design and Planning or from Stubbe Consulting. While full landscaping and lighting plans are not required for conditional use applications, we typically
require applicants to demonstrate their ability and intent to meet our requirements; this has
not been done.
•

SSM Group (“SSM”) review dated February 28, 2018. The Commission will recall
that for conditional use applications, we require that applicants demonstrate only the
feasibility of their proposed system; we do not require complete designs at this stage.
However, comment #6 advises that the Applicant has not provided enough information
to satisfy even this standard, so they cannot opine on the adequacy of proposed system or to what extent it complies with the Stormwater Management Ordinance. The
Applicant needs to provide more information about this project in order to resolve the
concerns in comments #3 through #5.

•

TPD review dated February 28, 2018. TPD does not express any concerns regarding
circulation through the site, access, or impact on congestion. Their sole comment
advises that the project will be subject to the traffic impact fee and estimates it to be
about $33,000. As noted above, this estimate is based upon a generic “light industrial” use, and TPD suggests that it be recalculated when application is made for a
Building Permit.

•

Director of Public Works memorandum dated February 28, 2018. Mr. Otteni has no
comment.

•

Fire Marshal memorandum dated February 13, 2018. Comment #3 advises that the
Applicant has yet to provide documentation that the site can provide adequate accessibility for firefighting equipment. Resolution of this concern has the potential to
affect the site layout and must therefore be addressed prior to approval. Comment #4
advises that there were underground fuel storage tanks on the site at one time. Mr.
Moses recommends that the Applicant provide documentation that these have been
properly abandoned.

•

Chief of Police memorandum dated February 28, 2018. Chief Catov has no concerns
regarding the plan.

Staff Comment
While the proposed building complies with the applicable area and bulk standards, it appears
to be sited with little consideration for the other buildings on the property; the internal
circulation appears awkward and confusing; and the “outdoor material storage” and “outdoor
display” locations do not appear to be well considered, occupying random areas of existing
paving. As we have noted at several points above, the lack of more specific information
about the proposed use(s) of the structure (and perhaps of the vacant existing building at the
north end of the lot as well) prevents us from determining compliance with our regulations
and whether the conditional use criteria have been satisfied. For these reasons, Staff is of
the opinion that action on this application is premature at this time. We note the following
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issues in particular, listed in generally descending order of importance; the Commission may
wish to discuss these with the Applicant.
1. The Plan does not indicate the extent of precautionary slopes (15% - 25%) on the site.
It is possible that this project will require conditional use approval for disturbance of
such slopes, pursuant to §325-71.C of the Zoning.
2. The limited information on the use(s) of both the proposed and existing buildings
prevents us from determining the adequacy of the parking, the impact on traffic
(including the amount of the traffic impact fee), and the impact on the neighborhood
generally.
3. The Applicant must establish the status of the underground storage tanks known to
have been on the site.
4. The Plan does not demonstrate either a willingness or the ability to comply with our
landscaping and lighting regulations. No documentation has been provided to show
that emergency service vehicles will be able to maneuver through the site in the
event of an emergency situation.
5. In addition to the traffic impact fee referenced above, the project will be subject to
payment of a fee in lieu of open space preservation pursuant to §281-47.C(2) of the
Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance (“S/LDO”). Based on the information
provided, Staff estimates that the open space fee would be approximately $37,400.
6. The Commission should consider whether a sidewalk should be required along the site
frontage or whether to recommend a donation to the Township Sidewalk Fund in lieu
of sidewalks.
7. Outdoor storage must comply with §325-35 of the Zoning.
8. We note that a small “right-of-way area” is shown at the southern end of the Phoenixville Pk. frontage to accommodate a small portion of driveway that would otherwise be on the adjoining lands of McCann; however, the cross-hatching symbol makes
it difficult to determine the extent of improvements within the right-of-way.
Attachments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

SSM review dated February 28, 2018.
TPD review dated February 28, 2018.
Director of Public Works memo dated February 28, 2018.
Fire Marshal memo dated February 13, 2018.
Chief of Police memo dated February 28, 2018.
“Narrative in Support of Application” from the Applicant, dated February 5, 2018.
Plan sheet dated November 18, 2018, no revision date.

H:\Plans\JKLM\King\Weller PC memo dated 3-2-18
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WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
HISTORICAL COMMISSION
MINUTES
February 12, 2018
MEMBERS PRESENT:

Joshua Anderson, Roberta Eckman, John Kabli, Frank King, Jonathan
Martin, Gail McCahon, Joseph McCormick, Matthew Morley, and Brad
Roeder
Justin Smiley, Township Planner
Phil Yocum, Historic Consultant, Commonwealth Heritage Group

TOWNSHIP STAFF:

Brad Roeder, Chair, called the Meeting to order at 7:05 P.M. and recognized a quorum
I.

Public Comment

There was no public comment.
II.

Old Business

There was no Old Business.
III.

New Business
A. Applicant:
Historic Site:
Site Address:
Request:

Kevin and Amy Fowler
Sites 150, Class I
501 W. Boot Road
Recommendation for approval of a permit to replace existing
wood shingle roof with architectural shingles

Amy Fowler presented pictures of the roof and house and described the condition of the roof. She
displayed samples of the roof shingles proposed for use. She described other exterior changes she and
her husband wished to make and asked for guidance.
Member discussion followed. Suggestions were offered on preferred methods and materials for
rehabilitation of her historic property. It was explained that each permit for exterior changes would need
to be reviewed by the Historical Commission before the permit could be issued.

IV.

V.

Motion:

Finding that the roof replacement would not adversely affect the
historic property, a recommendation was made to approve the permit.
(Morley/Anderson)

Vote:

Approved

9/0

Approval of the Meeting Minutes
Motion:

To approve the minutes of January 31, 2018

Vote:

Approved
8-0-1 (Anderson/McCahon)
Jonathan Martin
abstained as he had not been in attendance at the meeting.

Historical Commission Concerns
A.

Malvern Federal Savings Bank, Historic Site 302

Karen Marshall, Chester County Historic Preservation Coordinator, spoke to the Commission about the
classification of the Malvern Federal Savings Bank. She described the results of her inquiries at the state
and federal levels. She suggested the Township move to properly classify the building as a Class 1 Eligible
site and impress upon the applicant the importance of recognizing its designation and proceeding with
development under the applicable guidelines. She explained some of the possible difficulties that might

Historical Commission
January 31, 2018

impact the future use of the property if it was not reviewed as a Class 1. She suggested a list of questions
be developed and sent to her from John Weller, the Planning and Zoning Director. She would then ask for
official state and federal clarification and guidance.
Bobbie Eckman explained that she had found a second property improperly classified. As a result of the
Exton Bypass Historic Impact Study completed in 1984, Historic Site #206 was reclassified as a Class 1
Eligible site, but the official Township Historic Resource Map had not been updated. She presented a
February 12, 2018, Memorandum requesting the Board of Supervisors to update the classifications of sites
206 and 302 to Class 1 Eligible.
Member discussion followed.
Motion:

To approve the Memorandum of February 12, 2018, requesting
reclassification of Historic Sites 206 and 302 as Class I Eligible sites

Vote:

Approved

C.

8-1

(Roeder/Eckman)

Township Update

Justin Smiley explained recent efforts made toward obtaining a County Vision Partnership Grant to assist
with funding for revision of the Historic Resources listings and the history of West Whiteland text.
Phil Yocum said he was continuing to work on the proposed scope of work. He explained problems that
might occur if archaeological sites were included in the inventory. Brad Roeder suggested such sites not
be included in the scope of work.

D.
Development of questions regarding Commissioner responsibilities
Mimi Gleason had requested Members to consider concerns regarding their responsibilities as
commissioners.
Member discussion followed and a list of questions were proposed. Bobbie Eckman would send the list to
Ms. Gleason.
VI.

ADJOURNMENT:
Motion:

To adjourn at 9:45 P.M. (Roeder/Kabli)

Vote:

Approved

9-0

Recording Secretary,
Roberta Eckman
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FROM 2018 01 TO 2018 01
ORIGINAL
APPROP

TRANFRS/
ADJSTMTS

REVISED
BUDGET

ACTUALS

ENCUMBRANCES

AVAILABLE
BUDGET

PCT
USED

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
01 GENERAL FUND
___________________________________
014510 CULTURE & HISTORICAL
___________________________________
014510
014510
014510
014510
014510
014510
014510
014510
014510

3144
3161
3209
3355
3420
3422
3424
3450
3470

PART TIME PERSONNEL SALARIES
SOCIAL SECURITY/MEDICARE TAX
ARTIFACT PRESERVATION
PUBLIC OFFICIALS LIABILITY
DUES
TRAINING/SEMINAR/SCHOOLS
MEETING EXPENSES
CONTRACTED SERVICES
PLAQUES & AWARDS
GRAND TOTAL

9,025
700
2,000
3,000
350
200
500
5,000
1,200

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

9,025
700
2,000
3,000
350
200
500
5,000
1,200

518.02
39.63
.00
.00
85.00
.00
.00
.00
.00

.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00

8,506.98
660.37
2,000.00
3,000.00
265.00
200.00
500.00
5,000.00
1,200.00

5.7%
5.7%
.0%
.0%
24.3%
.0%
.0%
.0%
.0%

21,975

0

21,975

642.65

.00

21,332.35

2.9%
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REVENUE BUDGET REPORT
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REPORT OPTIONS
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sequence
Sequence
Sequence
Sequence

1
2
3
4

Field #
1
9
0
0

Total
N
N
N
N

Page Break
N
N
N
N

Report title:
REVENUE BUDGET REPORT
Includes accounts exceeding
0% of budget.
Print Full or Short description: F
Print full GL account: N
Sort by full GL account: N
Print Revenues-Version headings: N
Print revenue as credit: Y
Print revenue budgets as zero: N

From Yr/Per: 2018/ 1
To Yr/Per: 2018/ 1
Budget Year: 2018
Print totals only: N
Format type: 1
Double space: N
Suppress zero bal accts: Y
Amounts/totals exceed 999 million dollars: N
Roll projects to object: N
Print journal detail: N
From Yr/Per: 2013/ 1
To Yr/Per: 2018/ 1
Include budget entries: Y
Incl encumb/liq entries: Y
Sort by JE # or PO #: J
Detail format option: 1
Multiyear view: D

MEMORANDUM
DATE: March 2, 2018
TO: Planning Commission
FROM: John R. Weller, AICP
Director of Planning and Zoning
SUBJECT: Historical Commission recommendation to
amend the Historic Resources Map
Background
The Historic Resources Map (“Map”) identifies approximately two hundred historic sites and
structures in West Whiteland Township. It is a major resource for the Township Historical
Commission in the execution of their duties and is cited in §325-83 of the Zoning Ordinance
(“Zoning”) as the basis for determining the extent of the Historical Commission’s responsibilities as well as when Historical Commission review is required for a land development plan,
conditional use application, a Zoning variance request, or a demolition permit application.
The Map shows the location of sites and also illustrates using different symbols their historic
significance: Class I sites are the most important and are either on or are eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places (“Register”); Class II sites are less significant, but have
been determined to be of local importance; Class III sites are structures that were evaluated
for inclusion in the historic sites inventory, but were determined to be of limited historic
interest, often due to the extent of modifications to their original condition. The Map also
shows the locations of historic structures that have been demolished or are in ruins, although
these are not assigned a “Class.”
As noted above, Historical Commission review is required prior to the issuance of a demolition
permit for a historic site. For these reviews, the class designation is critical, because the
Zoning stipulates documentation and analysis for the demolition of Class I resources that are
not required for any other class.
In late 2017, the owner of the Malvern Federal Bank building at 109 N. Pottstown Pk. applied
for a demolition permit for that structure. The Map identifies the building as historic site
#302, a Class II resource. In the course of researching the application, Staff found documentation stating that the building was eligible for inclusion on the Register, meaning that it
should be a Class I resource. Additional Staff research revealed a similar error regarding site
#206, which is the historic structure near the center of the Commons at Lincoln Center office
park in the 200 block of W. Lincoln Hwy. next to Otto’s Mini automobile dealership. Like the
bank building, the Map shows that site #206 is a Class II resource, but documentation
indicates that it should be a Class I resource.
Section 325-83.B of the Zoning states that the Map may be revised “…by legislative action of
the Board of Supervisors.” While this does not specifically require Planning Commission
review, the Board has directed Staff to seek the opinion of the Planning Commission on the
matter, giving particular attention to possible unintended adverse impacts.

Staff Comment
The revision sought by the Historical Commission may be characterized as corrections of past
errors and therefore fairly straightforward. What complicates the matter – at least in regard
to the Malvern Federal Bank building – is that there is a demolition permit application under
review. Since applicants for Township permits are entitled to review under the provisions as
they existed at the time of application, it is possible that re-classifying the bank building will
have little effect. However, in the event that the applicant withdraws their application, the
re-classification may discourage a future owner from seeking demolition.
Staff is not aware of any permit applications under review affecting site #206.
Attachments
None.
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Roberta Eckman
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

John Weller
Friday, March 02, 2018 6:09 PM
jdougherty@lyonsdougherty.com; 'Jim Gorman' (gormanj@comcast.net)
Vince Pompo; Justin Smiley; Roberta Eckman; Mimi Gleason
West Whiteland / Arrandale Barn

Mr. Dougherty —
My apologies to you and Jim Gorman for taking so long to respond on the matter of the Arrandale Barn.
As I believe Vince Pompo told you, we have had communication about the appropriate way to proceed in this
matter. In light of the language of the Declaration of Condominium, we think it appropriate to proceed as
follows:
•

Please provide a drawing of the subject property and the immediately surrounding area that clearly
indicates the features that you wish to remove (the barn, a wall, anything else?). Please also provide
your request in writing, including the reasons why you wish to remove the structures.

•

Once these items are completed, they should be submitted to this Department. I recommend that you
schedule a brief meeting with me at this time (don't just have a runner drop it off) so we can discuss
your request and I can get a clear understanding of what you're asking for and why.

•

As you may know, we have a new Board of Supervisors, and they have a very full plate at the
moment. For this reason, they are relying heavily upon our advisory commissions and staff for
guidance in their decision-making process. We therefore will refer this matter to the Township
Historical Commission for review. They meet on the second Monday of each month; at this point it
appears that the earliest meeting you could make would be the one on April 9. Yes, there's a meeting
on March 12, but we're going to want our consultant to review and comment on your request, and
there won't be time for him to do that and to provide the Commission members with his comments
before then. Do not expect the Commission to greet you with unmitigated joy. While we realize that
the structures in question are not on our official roster of historic sites, it seems clear that the past
Board found them of sufficient importance to warrant their specific mention in the Declaration. Citing
their deteriorated condition will only open you to accusations of demolition by neglect, so please do try
to come up with some other compelling justification for your request.

•

Following a recommendation from the Historical Commission, we will schedule you for a Board of
Supervisors meeting. With all of the turmoil related to the Sunoco pipeline, the numerous development
projects going through the review process, and just normal business, their agendas tend to fill up
quickly. We will schedule you at the earliest opportunity, but the final decision on the specific date will
be at the discretion of the Township Manager; I cannot make any promises about when this would be,
even assuming that the Historical Commission would make their recommendation at the April meeting.

Please let me know if you agree with this course of action or if you want to revise it in any way. Otherwise, I'll
be waiting for your call to schedule the submission. If I'm being unresponsive, you can schedule that meeting
through the Township Planner, Justin Smiley, who is also the staff liaison to the Historical Commission; he's
cc'd on this e-mail.
Regards,
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